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Overview

As its name implies, Rybka WinFinder can be used to look for wins. It can spot and evaluate long, complex tactical variations much faster than the normal Rybka engine. If you have some complex position and just want to know if one side can somehow win material or get a clear advantage, this is the tool you want.

Disclaimers

1) Rybka WinFinder 1.0 is a very rough, proof-of-concept stage program. If you are not an expert computer chess user, it is probably better that you leave it alone.
2) Rybka WinFinder is not useful for the analysis of strategic positions.

Intended Use

If you are brave enough to use a program during its first release, you will probably find your own uses for this tool. I envision a situation where users use the normal Rybka engine to analyze chess positions, but if a position needs to be analyzed in which the user suspects that there might be some deep, convincing continuation, he or she switches to the WinFinder to get a faster answer.

Basic Behavior

The search of Rybka WinFinder is divided into two stages:

1) Brief stabilization stage
2) Win-finding stage

In the stabilization stage, a completely normal strategically-oriented search is carried out by the engine, and a baseline evaluation for the position is established. The duration of this stage is controlled via the "stabilization" parameter.

Once the baseline score for the position exists, the engine continues looking for deep, forcing variations which have a chance to significantly alter the baseline evaluation established in the stabilization phase. Variations which promise only a small improvement are rejected (to the extent that they offer no significant improvement). A number of parameters (see section below) control the behavior of the engine in this stage.

If the engine finds improvements during the win-finding stage, it reports them to the user. If no such improvements are found, the engine says nothing (and simply keeps looking).

Parameters

Stabilization: the number of plies which the engine will search using the "normal" search before shifting into win-finding mode.

Ambition: the degree of improvement (measured in centipawns) for which the engine looks. For example, if the stabilization search decided that white has a score of +0.50, and the ambition is set to 60, then the win-finding portion of the search will look only for scores of +1.10 or higher. If the number is set too low, a large degree of efficiency of the win-finding search is lost. A very high ambition value such as 200 (indicating that 2 pawns must be won) will give even faster results.

Naive: If true, then during the win-finding phase, the entire Rybka evaluation function is skipped and only material is counted. This speeds up the search tremendously. The resulting search will tell you extremely quickly if the side to move can win material by force (or checkmate).

Direct & Ultra-Direct: The degree to which forcing variations are emphasized. It is not clear which option is the best.

Resolve Wins: If true, then once the engine finds a "win", it will figure out exactly how strong the win is (rather than looking for yet another win).


FAQ (expected)

Can Rybka WinFinder 1.0 be used to play games?
Yes, although the results will be poor. Most of the moves played will be from the stabilization phase - it is extremely rare that a game between two strong engines features deep tactical blows which significantly change the value of the position.

If a deep combination is reported, can it be trusted? Is there some inherent optimism at play in the variations which are reported?
The reported combinations are completely trustable - the same Rybka evaluation is used to score the node positions. (If "naive" is set to true, material-only values are propagated up the tree.) The search gains efficiency by rejecting variations which have no chance to promise the requested "ambition", even if those variations are positionally sound.

How much more quickly can the WinFinder find deep tactical variations?
I am not completely sure. As a first guess, probably somewhere between four and ten times faster.

What is the future of this path?
Depends on what the users have to say :) Probably, the feature will be integrated as an option into the normal Rybka engine.

On some tactical testsuites, this feature doesn't perform so well. Why not?
In many tactical testsuites, the so-called "solution" is not actually that much better than the alternatives. It is common for engines to "solve" such problems by reporting the move as best. In fact, such test problems favor engines which frequently change their minds - by jumping from one best move to another, such engines are more likely to eventually land on the right move.

I give this engine a position with white to move, where white is losing to a deep combination, and it can't find it. What's wrong?
This particular implementation of the feature only looks for improvements for the side to move over the score from the stabilization phase. You must give it the position where the side which might improve is to move. Future implementations may be more powerful.

Shouldn't you be working on the acceptance tests for Rybka 1.1 instead of this?
Ahh yes. I was just cleaning up my search a little and ... :)



